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HE ETIQUETTE OF FREEDOM 

The Compact 
One June afternoon in the early seventies I walked 

through the crackly gold grasses to a neat but unpainted cabin at 
the back end of a ranch near the drainage of the South Yuba in 
northern California. It had no glass in the windows, no door. It 
was shaded by a huge Black Oak. The house looked abandoned 
and my friend, a student of native California literature and lan-
guages, walked right in. Off to the side, at a bare wooden table, 
with a mug of coffee, sat a solid old gray-haired Indian man. He 
acknowledged us, greeted my friend, and gravely offered us instant 
coffee and canned milk. He was fine, he said, but he would never 
go back to a VA hospital again. From now on if he got sick he would 
stay where he was. He liked being home. We spoke for some time 
of people and places along the western slope of the northern Sierra 
Nevada, the territories of Concow and Nisenan people. Finally 
my friend broke his good news: "Louie, I have found another per-
son who speaks Nisenan." There were perhaps no more than three 
people alive speaking Nisenan at that time, and Louie was one of 
them. "Who?" Louie asked. He told her name. "She lives back of 
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6 PRACTICE OF THE WILD 

country child), prostitute (open-country flower), and such. In an 
·interesting case, ye-man zi-yu ("open-country southern-tribal-
person-freedom") means "wild license." In another context "open-
country story" becomes "fiction and fictitious romance." Other 
associations are usually with the rustic and uncouth. In a way ye is 
taken to mean "nature a tits worst." Although the Chinese and Jap-
anese have long given lip service to nature, only the early Daoists 
might have thought that wisdom could come of wildness. 

Thoreau says "give me a wildness no civilization can endure." 
That's clearly not difficult to find. It is harder to imagine a civi-
lization that wildness can endure, yet this is just what we must try 
to do. Wildness is not just the "preservation of the world," it is the 
world. Civilizations east and west have long been on a collision 
course with wild nature, and now the developed nations in partic-
ular have the witless power to destroy not only individual crea-
tures but whole species, whole processes, of the earth. We need a 
civilization that can live fully and creatively together with wild-
ness. We must start growing it right here, in the New World. 

When we think of wilderness in America today, we think of 
remote and perhaps designated regions that are commonly alpine, 
desert, or swamp. Just a few centuries ago, when virtually all was 
wild in North America, wilderness was not something exception-
ally severe. Pronghorn and bison trailed through the grasslands, 
creeks ran full of salmon, there were acres of clams, and grizzlies, / 
cougar, and bighorn sheep were common in the lowlands. There 
were human beings, too: North America was all populated. One 
might say yes, but thinly-which raises the question of according 
to whom. The fact is, people were everywhere. When the Spanish 
foot soldier Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca and his two companions 
(one of whom was African) were wrecked on the beach of what is 
now Galveston, and walked to the Rio Grande valley and then 
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south back into Mexico between 1528 and ·1536, tl1ere were few 
times in the whole eight years that they were not staying at a native 
settlement or camp. They were always on trails. 

It has always been part of basic human experience to live in a 
culture of wilderness. There has been no wilderness without some 
kind of human presence for several hundred thousand years. 
Nature is not a place to visit, it is home- and within that home ter-
ritory tl1ere are more familiar and less familiar places. Often there 
are areas that are difficult and remote, but all are known and even 
named. One August I was at a pass in the Brooks Range of north-
ern Alaska at the headwaters of the Koyukuk River, a green three-
thousand-foot tundra pass between the broad ranges, open and 
gentle, dividing the waters that flow to the Arctic Sea from the 
Yukon. It is as remote a place as you could be inN ortl1 America, no 
roads, and the trails are those made by migrating caribou. Yet this 
pass has been steadily used by Inupiaq people of the north slope 
and Athapaskan people of the Yukon as a regular north-south 
trade route for at least seven thousand years. 

All of the hills and lakes of Alaska have been named in one or 
another of the dozen or so languages spoken by tl1e native people, 
as the researches of]im Kari (1982; 1985) and others have shown. 
Euro-American mapmakers name these places after transient 
exploiters, or their own girlfriends, or home towns in the Lower 
48. The point is: it's all in the native story, yet only the tiniest trace 
of human presence through all that time shows. The place-based 
stories the people tell, and the naming they've done, is tl1eir 
archaeology, architecture, and title to the land . Talk about living 
lightly. 

Cultures of wilderness live by the life and death lessons of sub-
sistence economies. But what can we now mean by the words wild 
and for that matter nature? Languages meander like great rivers 
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leaving oxbow traces over forgotten beds, to be seen only from the 
air or by scholars. Language is like some kind of infinitely inter-
fertile family of species spreading or mysteriously declining over 
time, shamelessly and endlessly hybridizing, changing its own rules 
as it goes. Words are used as signs, as stand-ins, arbitrary and tern-

. porary, even as language reflects (and informs) the shifting values 
of the peoples minds it inhabits and glides through. We 
have faith in "meaning" the way we might believe in wolverines-
putting trust in the occasional reports of others or on the author-
ity of once seeing a pelt. But it is sometimes worth tracking these 
tricksters back. 

The Words Nature, Wild, and Wilderness 
Take nature first. The word nature is from Latin natura, 

"birth, constitution, character, course of things"-ultimately from 
nasci, to be born. So we have nation, natal, native, pregnant. The 
probable Indo-European root (via Greek gna-hence cognate, 
agnate) is gen (Sanskrit jan), which provides generate and genus, as 
well as kin and kind. 

The word gets two slightly different meanings. One is "the out-
doors"-the physical world, including all living things. Nature by 
this definition is a norm of the world that is apart from the features 
or products of civilization and human will. The machine, the arti-
fact, the devised, or the extraordinary (like a two-headed calf) is 
spoken of as "unnatural." The other meaning, which is broader, 
is "the material world or its collective objects and phenomena," 
including the products of human action and intention. As an 
agency nature is defined as "the creative and regulative physical 
power which is conceived of as operating in the material world and 
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as the immediate cause of all its phenomena." Science and some 
sorts of mysticism rightly propose that everything is natural. By 
these lights there is nothing unnatural about New York City, or 
toxic wastes, or atomic energy, and nothing- by definition-tl1at 
we do or experience in life is "unnatural." 

(The "supernatural"? One way to deal with it is to say that "the 
supernatural" is a name for phenomena which are reported by so 
few people as to leave their reality in doubt. Nonetheless these 
events- ghosts, gods, magical transformations, and such-are 
described often enough to make them continue to be intriguing 
and, for some, credible.) 

The physical universe and all its properties-! would prefer to 
use the word nature in this sense. But it will come up meaning "the 
outdoors" or "other-than-human" sometimes even here. 

The word wild is like a gray fox trotting off through the forest, 
ducking behind bushes, going in and out of sight. Up close, first 
glance, it is "wild"-then farther into the woods next glance it's 
'\ryld" and it recedes via Old Norse villr and Old Teutonic wilthi-
jaz into a faint pre-Teutonic ghweltijos which means, still, wild and 
maybe wooded (wald) and lurks back there with possible connec-
tions to will, to Latin silva (forest, sauvage), and to the Indo-
European root ghwer, base of Latin ferus (feral, fierce), which 
swings us around to Thoreau's "awful ferity" shared by virtuous 
people and lovers. The Oxford English Dictionary has it this way: 

Of animals-not tame, undomesticated, unruly. 
Of plants- not cultivated. 
Of land- uninhabited, uncultivated. 
Of food crops- produced or yielded without cultivation. 
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Of societies-uncivilized, rude, resisting constituted govern-
ment. 

Of individuals- unrestrained, insubordinate, licentious, dis-
solute, loose. "Wild and wanton widowes"- r614. 

Ofbehavior-violent, destructive, cruel, unruly. 
Of behavior-artless, free, spontaneous. "Warble his native 

wood-notes wild"-John Milton. 

Wild is largely defined in our dictionaries by what-from a 
human standpoint-it is not. It cannot be seen by this approach 
for what it is. Turn it the other way: 

Of animals-free agents, each with its own endowments, living 
within natural systems. 

Of plants-self-propagating, self-maintaining, flourishing in 
accord with innate qualities. 

Of land- a place where the original and potential vegetation 
and fauna are intact and in fuJI interaction and the landforms are 
entirely the result of nonhuman forces. Pristine. 

Of food crops- food supplies made available and sustainable by 
the natural excess and exuberance of wild plants in their growth 
and in the production of quantities of fruit or seeds. 

Of societies- societies whose order has grown from within and 
is maintained by the force of consensus and custom rather than 
explicit legislation. Primary cultures, which consider themselves 
the original and eternal inhabitants of their territory. Societies 
which resist economic and political domination by civilization. 
Societies whose economic system is in a close and sustainable rela-
tion to the local ecosystem. 

Of individuals- following local custom, style, and etiquette 
without concern for the standards of the metropolis or nearest 
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trading post. Unintimidated, self-reliant, independent. "Proud 
and free." 

Of behavior- fiercely resisting any oppression, confinement, 
or exploitation. Far-out, outrageous, "bad," admirable. 

Of behavior-artless, free, spontaneous, unconditioned. Ex-
pressive, physical, openly sexual, ecstatic. 

Most of the senses in tl1is second set of definitions come very 
close to being how the Chinese define the term Dao, the way of 
Great Nature: eluding analysis, beyond categories, self-organiz-
ing, self-informing, playful, surprising, impermanent, insubstan-
tial, independent, complete, orderly, unmediated, freely manifest-
ing, self-authenticating, self-willed, complex, quite simple. Both 
empty and real at the same time. In some cases we might call it 
sacred. It is not far from the Buddhist term Dharma witl1 its origi-
nal senses of forming and firming. 

The word wilderness, earlier wyldernesse, Old English wildeornes, 
possibly from "wild-deer-ness" (dear; deer and other forest ani-
mals) but more likely "wildern-ness," has the meanings: 

A large area of wild land, with original vegetation and wildlife, 
ranging from dense jungle or rainforest to arctic or alpine "white 
wilderness." 

A wasteland, as an area unused or useless for agriculture or 
pasture. 

A space of sea or air, as in Shakespeare, "I stand as one upon a 
Rock, environ'd with a Wilderness of Sea" (TitusAndronicus). The 
oceans. 

A place of danger and difficulty: where you take your own 
chances, depend on your own skills, and do not count on rescue. 
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This world as contrasted with heaven. "I walked through the 
wildernesse of this world" (Pilgrim's Progress). 

A place of abundance, as in John Milton, "a wildernesse of 
sweets." 

Milton's usage of wilderness catches the very real condition of 
energy and richness that is so often found in wild systems. "A 
wildernesse of sweets" is like the billions of herring or mackerel 
babies in the ocean, the cubic miles of krill, wild prairie grass seed 
(leading to the bread of this day, made from the germs of grasses) 
-all the incredible fecundity of small animals and plants, feeding 
the web. But from another side, wilderness has implied chaos, 
eros, the unknown, realms of taboo, the habitat of both the ecstatic 
and the demonic. In both senses it is a place of archetypal power, 
teaching, and challenge. 

Wildness 

So we can say that New York City and Tokyo are "natural" 
but not "wifd." They do not deviate from the laws of nature, but 
they are habitat so exclusive in the matter of who and what they 
give shelter to, and so intolerant of other creatures, as to be truly 
odd. Wilderness is a place where the wild potential is fully ex-
pressed, a diversity of living and nonliving beings flourishing 
according to their own sorts of order. In ecology we speak of "wild 
systems." When an ecosystem is fully functioning, all the mem-
bers are present at the assembly. To speak of wilderness is to speak 
of wholeness. Human beings came out of that wholeness, and to 
consider the possibility of reactivating membership in the Assem-
bly of All Beings is in no way regressive. 

By the sixteenth century the lands of the Occident, the coun-
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tries of Asia, and all the civilizations and cities from the Indian 
subcontinent to the coast of North Africa were becoming ecolog-
ically impoverished. The people were rapidly becoming nature-
illiterate. Much of the original vegetation had been destroyed by 
the expansion of grazing or agriculture, and the remaining land 
was of no great human economic use, "waste," mountain regions 
and deserts. The lingering larger animals- big cats, desert sheep, 
serows, and such- managed to survive by retreating to the 
harsher habitats. The leaders of these civilizations grew up with 
less and less personal knowledge of animal behavior and were no 
longer taught the intimate wide-ranging plant knowledge that had 
once been universal. By way of trade-off they learned "human 
management," administration, rhetorical skills. Only the . most 
marginal of the paysan, people of the land, kept up practical plant 
and animal lore and memories of the old ways. People who grew 
up in towns or cities, or on large estates, had less chance to learn 
how wild systems work. Then major blocks of citified mythology 
(Medieval Christianity and then the "Rise of Science") denied first 
soul, then consciousness, and finally even sentience to the natural 
world. Huge numbers of Europeans, in the climate of a nature-
denying mechanistic ideology, were losing the opportunity for 
direct experience of nature. 

A new sort of nature-traveler came into existence: men who 
went out as resource scouts, financed by companies or aristocratic 
families, penetrating the lightly populated lands of people who 
lived in and with the wilderness. Conquistadores and priests. 
Europe had killed off the wolves and bears, deforested vast areas, 
and overgrazed the hills. The search for slaves, fish, sugar, and pre-
cious metals ran over the edge of the horizon and into Asia, Africa, 
and the New World. These overrefined and warlike states once 
more came up against wild nature and natural societies: people 
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who lived without Church or State. In return for gold or raw 
sugar, the white men had to give up something of themselves: they 
had to look into their own sense of what it meant to be a human 
being, wonder about the nature of hierarchy, ask if life was worth 
the honor of a king, or worth gold. (A lost and starving man stands 
and examines the nicked edge of his sword and his frayed Spanish 
cape in a Florida swamp.) 

Some, like Nuno de Guzman, became crazed and sadistic. 
"When he began to govern this province, it contained 2 5 ,ooo 
Indians, subjugated and peaceful. Of these he has sold 1o,ooo as 
slaves, and the others, fearing the same fate, have abandoned their 
villages" (Todorov, I 98 5, I 34). Cortes, the conqueror of Mexico, 
ended up a beaten, depressed beggar-to-the-throne. Alvar Nunez, 
who for eight years walked naked across Texas and New Mexico, 
came out transformed into a person of the New World. He had 
rejoined the old ways and was never the same again. He gained a 
compassionate heart, a taste for self-sufficiency and simplicity, and 
a knack for healing. The types of both Guzman and Nunez are still 
among us. Another person has also walked onto the Noh stage of 
Turtle Island history to hold hands with Alvar Nunez at the far end 
of the process- lshi the Yahi, who walked into civilization with as 
much desperation as Nunez walked out of it. Nunez was the first 
European to encounter North America and its native myth-mind, 
and lshi was the last Native American to fully know that mind-
and he had to leave it behind. What lies between those two brack-
ets is not dead and gone. It is perennially within us, dormant as a 
hard-shelled seed, awaiting tl1e fire or flood that awakes it again. 

In those intervening centuries, tens of millions of North and 
South American Indians died early and violent deaths (as did 
countless Europeans), the world's largest mammal herd was extin-
guished (the bison), and fifteen million Pronghorn disappeared. 
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The grasslands and their soils are largely gone, and only remnants 
survive from the original old-growth eastern hardwood and west-
ern conifer forests. We all know more items for this list. 

It is often said that the frontier gave a special turn to American 
history. A frontier is a burning edge, a frazzle, a strange market 
zone between two utterly different worlds. It is a strip where there 
are pelts and tongues and tits for the taking. There is an almost vis-
ible line that a person of the invading culture could walk across: 
out of history and into a perpetual present, a way of life attuned to 
the slower and steadier processes of nature. The possibility of pas-
sage into that myth-time world had been all but forgotten in 
Europe. Its rediscovery-the unsettling vision of a natural self-
has haunted the Euro-American peoples as they continually 
cleared and roaded the many wild corners of the North American 
continent. 

Wilderness is now-for much of North America-places that 
are formally set aside on public lands-Forest Service or Bureau 
of Land Management holdings or state and federal parks. Some 
tiny but critical tracts are held by private nonprofit groups like 
The Nature Conservancy or the Trust for Public Land. These are 
the shrines saved from all the land that was once known and lived 
on by the original people, the little bits left as they were, the last 
little places where intrinsic nature totally wails, blooms, nests, 
glints away. They make up only 2 percent of the land of the United 
States. 

But wildness is not limited to the 2 percent formal wilderness 
areas. Shifting scales, it is everywhere: ineradicable populations of 
fungi, moss, mold, yeasts, and such that surround and inhabit us. 
Deer mice on the back porch, deer bounding across the freeway, 
pigeons in the park, spiders in the corners. There were crickets in 
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the paint locker of the Sappa Creek oil tanker, as I worked as a wiper 
in the engine room out in mid-Pacific, cleaning brushes. Exquisite 
complex beings in their energy webs inhabiting the fertile corners 
of the urban world in accord with the rules of wild systems, the 
visible hardy stalks and stems of vacant lots and railroads, the per-
sistent raccoon squads, bacteria in the loam and in our yogurt. The 
term culture, in its meaning of "a deliberately maintained aesthetic 
and intellectual life" and in its other meaning of "the totality of 
socially transmitted behavior patterns," is never far from a biolog-
ical root meaning as in "yogurt culture"-a nourishing habitat. 
Civilization is permeable, and could be as inhabited as the wild is. 

Wilderness may temporarily dwindle, but wildness won't go 
away. A ghost wilderness hovers around the entire planet: the mil-
lions of tiny seeds of the original vegetation are hiding in the mud 
on the foot of an arctic tern, in the dry desert sands, or in the wind. 
These seeds are each uniquely adapted to a specific soil or circum-
stance, each with its own little form and fluff, ready to float, freeze, 
or be swallowed, always preserving the germ. Wilderness will 
inevitably :eturn, but it will not be as fine a world as the one that 
was glistening in the early morning of the Holocene. Much life 
will be lost in the wake of human agency on earth, that of the twen-
tieth and twenty-first centuries. Much is already lost-the soils 
and waters unravel: 

"What's that dark thing in the water? 
Is it not an oil-soaked otter?" 

Where do we start to resolve the dichotomy of the civilized and 
the wild? 

Do you really believe you are an animal? We are now taught this 
in school. It is a wonderful piece of information: I have been 
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enjoying it all my life and I come back to it over and over again, as 
something to investigate and test. I grew up on a small farm with 
cows and chickens, and with a second-growth forest right at the 
back fence, so I had the good fortune of seeing the human and ani-
mal as in the same realm. But many people who have been hearing 
this since childhood have not absorbed the implications of it, per-
haps feel remote from the nonhuman world, are not sure they are 
animals. They would like to feel they might be something better 
than animals. That's understandable: other animals might feel 
they are something different than "just animals" too. But we must 
contemplate the shared ground of our common biological being 
before emphasizing the differences. 

Our bodies are wild. The involuntary quick turn of the head at 
a shout, the vertigo at looking off a precipice, the heart-in-the-
throat in a moment of danger, the catch of the breath, the quiet 
moments relaxing, staring, reflecting-all universal responses of 
this mammal body. They can be seen throughout the class. The 
body does not require the intercession of some conscious intellect 
to make it breathe, to keep the heart beating. It is to a great extent 
self-regulating, it is a life of its own. Sensation and perception do 
not exacdy come from outside, and the unremitting thought and 
image-flow are not exacdy inside. The world is our consciousness, 
and it surrounds us. There are more things in mind, in the imag-
ination, than "you" can keep track of-thoughts, memories, 
images, angers, delights, rise unbidden. The depths of mind, the 
unconscious, are our inner wilderness areas, and that is where a 
bobcat is right now. I do not mean personal bobcats in personal 
psyches, but the bobcat that roams from dream to dream. The 
conscious agenda-planning ego occupies a very tiny territory, a 
litde cubicle somewhere near the gate, keeping track of some of 
what goes in and out (and sometimes making expansionistic plots), 
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and the rest takes care of itself. The body is, so to speak, in the 
mind. They are both wild. 

Some will say, so far so good. "We are mammal primates. But 
we have language, and the animals don't." By some definitions 
perhaps they don't. But they do communicate extensively, and by 
call systems we are just beginning to grasp. 

It would be a mistake to think that human beings got "smarter" 
at some point and invented first language and then society. Lan-
guage and culture emerge from our biological-social natural exis-
tence, animals that we were/are. Language is a mind-body system 
that coevolved with our needs and nerves. Like imagination and 
the body, language rises unbidden. It is of a complexity that eludes 
our rational intellectual capacities. All attempts at scientific de-
scription of natural languages have fallen short of completeness, as 
the descriptive linguists readily confess, yet the child learns the 
mother tongue early and has virtually mastered it by six. 

Language is learned in the house and in the fields, not at school. 
Without having ever been taught formal grammar we utter syn-
tactically correct sentences, one after another, for all the waking 
hours of the years of our life. Without conscious device we con-
stantly reach into the vast word-hoards in the depths of the wild 
unconscious. We cannot as individuals or even as a species take 
credit for this power. It came from someplace else: from the way 
clouds divide and mingle (and the arms of energy that coil first 
back and then forward), from the way the many flowerlets of a 
composite blossom divide and redivide, from the gleaming callig-
raphy of the ancient riverbeds under present riverbeds of the 
Yukon River streaming out the Yukon flats, from the wind in the 
pine needles, from the chuckles of grouse in the ceanothus bushes. 

Language teaching in schools is a matter of corralling off a little 
of the language-behavior territory and cultivating a few favorite 
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features-culturally defined elite forms that will help you apply 
for a job or give you social credibility at a party. One might even 
learn how to produce the byzantine artifact known as the profes-
sional paper. There are many excellent reasons to master these 
things, but the power, the virtu, remains on the side of the wild. 

Social order is found throughout nature- long before the age 
of books and legal codes. It is inherently part of what we are, and 
its patterns follow the same foldings, checks and balances, as flesh 
or stone. What we call social organization and order in govern-
ment is a set of forms that have been appropriated by the calculat-
ing mind from the operating principles in nature. 

The World Is Watching 
The world is as sharp as the edge of a knife-a Nortl1west 

Coast saying. Now how does it look from the standpoint of peoples 
for whom there is no great dichotomy between their culture and 
nature, those who live in societies whose economies draw on 
uncultivated systems? The pathless world of wild nature is a sur-
passing school and those who have lived through her can be tough 
and funny teachers. Out here one is in constant engagement with 
countless plants and animals. To be well educated is to have learned 
the songs, proverbs, stories, sayings, myths (and technologies) that 
come with this experiencing of the nonhuman members of the 
local ecological community. Practice in the field, "open country," 
is foremost. Walking is the great adventure, the first meditation, a 
practice of heartiness and soul primary to humankind. Walking is 
the exact balance of spirit and humility. Out walking, one notices 
where there is food . And there are firsthand true stories of "Your 
ass is somebody else's meal"-a blunt way of saying interdepend-
ence, interconnection, "ecology," on tl1e level where it counts, also 
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a teaching of mindfulness and preparedness. There is an extraor-
dinary teaching of specific plants and animals and their uses, 
empirical and impeccable, that never reduces them to objects and 
commodities. 

It seems that a short way back in the history of occidental ideas 
there was a fork in the trail. The line of thought that is signified by 
the names of Descartes, Newton, and Hobbes (saying that life in a 
primary society is "nasty, brutish, and short"- all of them city-
dwellers) was a profound rejection of the organic world. For a 
reproductive universe they substituted a model of sterile mecha-
nism and an economy of "production." These thinkers were as 
hysterical about "chaos" as their predecessors, the witch-hunt 
prosecutors of only a century before, were about "witches." They 
not only didn't enjoy the possibility that the world is as sharp as the 
edge of a knife, they wanted to take that edge away from nature. 
Instead of making the world safer for humankind, the foolish 
tinkering with the powers of life and death by the occidental 
scientist-engineer-ruler puts the whole planet on the brink of 
degradation. Most of humanity-foragers, peasants, or artisans-
has always taken the other fork. That is to say, they have under-
stood the play of the real world, with all its suffering, not in simple 
terms of" nature red in tooth and claw" but through the celebra-
tion of the gift-exchange quality of our give-and-take. "What a big 
potlatch we are all members of!" To acknowledge that each of us at 
the table will eventually be part of the meal is not just being "real-
istic." It is allowing the sacred to enter and accepting the sacra-
mental aspect of our shaky temporary personal being. 

The world is watching: one cannot walk through a meadow or 
forest without a ripple of report spreading out from one's passage. 
The thrush darts back, the jay squalls, a beetle scuttles under the 
grasses, and the signal is passed along. Every creature knows when 
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a hawk is cruising or a human strolling. The information passed 
through the system is intelligence. 

In Hindu and Buddhist iconography an animal trace is regis-
tered on the images of the Deities or Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. 
Manjusri the Bodhisattva of Discriminating Wisdom rides a lion, 
Samantabhadra the Bodhisattva of Kindness rides an elephant, 
Sarasvati the Goddess of Music and Learning rides a peacock, 
Shiva relaxes in the company of a snake and a bull. Some wear tiny 
animals in their crowns or hair. In this ecumenical spiritual ecol-
ogy it is suggested that the other animals occupy spiritual as well as 
"thermodynamic" niches. Whether or not tl1eir consciousness is 
identical with that of the humans is a moot point. Why should 
the peculiarities of human consciousness be the narrow standard 
by which other creatures are judged? "Whoever told people that 
'Mind' means thoughts, opinions, ideas, and concepts? Mind 
means trees, fence posts, tiles, and grasses," says Dagen (the phil-
osopher and founder of the Sot6 school of Japanese Zen) in his 
funny cryptic way. 

We are all capable of extraordinary transformations. In myth 
and story these changes are animal-to-human, human-to-animal, 

· animal-to-animal, or even farther leaps. The essential nature re-
mains clear and steady through these changes. So the animal icons 
of the Inupiaq people ("Eskimos") of the Bering Sea (here's the 
reverse!) have a tiny human face sewn into the fur, or under the 
feathers, or carved on the back or breast or even inside the eye, 
peeping out. This is the inua, which is often called "spirit" but 
could just as well be termed the "essential nature" of that creature. 
It remains the same face regardless of the playful temporary 
changes. Just as Buddhism has chosen to represent our condition 
by presenting an image of a steady, solid, gentle, meditating human 
figure seated in the midst of the world of phenomena, the Inupiaq 
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would present a panoply of different creatures, each with a little 
hidden human face. This is not the same as anthropocentrism or 
human arrogance. It is a way of saying that each creature is a spirit 
with an intelligence as brilliant as our own. The Buddhist iconog-
raphers hide a little animal face in the hair of the human to remind 
us that we see with archetypal wilderness eyes as well. 

The world is not only watching, it is listening too. A rude and 
thoughtless comment about a Ground Squirrel or a Flicker or a 
Porcupine will not go unnoticed. Other beings (tl1e instructors 
from the old ways tell us) do not mind being killed and eaten as 
food, but they expect us to say please, and thank you, and they hate 
to see themselves wasted. The precept against needlessly taking 
life is inevitably the first and most difficult of commandments. In 
their practice of killing and eating with gentleness and thanks, the 
primary peoples are our teachers: the attitude toward animals, and 
their treatment, in twentieth-century American industrial meat 
production is literally sickening, unethical, and a source of bound-
less bad luck for this society. 

An ethical life is one that is mindful, mannerly, and has style. Of 
all moral fai lings and flaws of character, the worst is stinginess of 
thought, which includes meanness in all its forms. Rudeness in 
thought or deed toward others, toward nature, reduces the chances 
of conviviality and interspecies communication, which are essen-
tial to physical and spiritual survival. Richard Nelson, a student of 
Indian ways, has said that an Athapaskan mother might tell her 
little girl, "Don't point at the mountain! It's rude!" One must not 
waste, or be careless, with the bodies or the parts of any creature 
one has hunted or gathered. One must not boast, or show much 
pride in accomplishment, and one must not take one's skill for 
granted. Wastefulness and carelessness are caused by stinginess of 
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spirit, an ungracious unwillingness to complete the gift-exchange 
transaction. (These rules are also particularly true for healers, 
artists, and gamblers.) 

Perhaps one should not talk (or write) too much about the wild 
world: it may be that it embarrasses other animals to have atten-
tion called to them. A sensibility of this sort might help explain 
why there is so little "landscape poetry" from the cultures of the 
old ways. Nature description is a kind of writing that comes with 
civilization and its habits of collection and classification. Chinese 
landscape poetry begins around the fifth century A.D. with the work 
ofXie Lingyun. There were fifteen hundred years of Chinese song 
and poetry before him (allowing as the Sbi-jing- China's first col-
lection of poems and songs, "The Book of Songs"- might register 
some five centuries of folksong prior to the writing down) and 
there is much nature, but no broad landscapes: it is about mulberry 
trees, wild edible greens, threshing, the forager and farmer's world 
up close. By Hsieh's time the Chinese had become removed enough 
from their own mountains and rivers to aestheticize them. This 
doesn't mean that people of the old ways don't appreciate the view, 
but they have a different point of view. 

The same kind of cautions apply to the stories or songs one 
might tell about oneself. Malcolm Margolin, publisher of News 
from Native California, points out that the original people of Cali-
fornia did not easily recount an "autobiography." The details of 
their individual lives, they said, were unexceptional: the only events 
that bore recounting were descriptions of a few of their outstand-
ing dreams and their moments of encounter with the spirit world 
and its transformations. The telling of their life stories, then, was 
very brief. They told of dream, insight, and healing. 
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Back Home 
The etiquette of the wild world requires not only gen-

erosity but a good-humored toughness that cheerfully tolerates 
discomfort, an appreciation of everyone's fragility, and a certain 
modesty. Good quick blueberry picking, the knack of tracking, 
getting to where the fishing's good ("an angry man cannot catch a 
fish"), reading the surface of the sea or sky- these are achieve-
ments not to be gained by mere effort. Mountaineering has the 
same quality. These moves take practice, which calls for a certain 
amount of self-abnegation, and intuition, which takes emptying 
of yourself. Great insights have come to some people only after 
they reached the point where they had nothing left. Alvar Nunez 
Cabeza de Vaca became unaccountably deepened after losing his 
way and spending several winter nights sleeping naked in a pit in 
the Texas desert under a north wind. He truly had reached the 
point where he had nothing. ("To have nothing, you must have 
nothing!" Lord Buckley says of this moment.) After that he found 
himself able !O heal sick native people he met on his way westward. 
His fame spread ahead of him. Once he had made his way back to 
Mexico and was again a civilized Spaniard he found he had lost his 
power of healing-not just the ability to heal, but the will to heal, 
which is the will to be whole: for as he said, there were "real doc-
tors" in the city, apd he began to doubt his powers. To resolve the 
dichotomy of the civilized and the wild, we must first resolve to be 
whole. 

One may reach such a place as Alvar Nunez by literally losing 
everything. Painful and dangerous experiences often transform 
the people who survive them. Human beings are audacious. They 
set out to have adventures and try to do more than perhaps they 
should. So by practicing yogic austerities or monastic disciplines, 
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some people make a structured attempt at having nothing. Some 
of us have learned much from traveling day after day on foot over 
snowfields, rockslides, passes, torrents, and valley floor forests, by 
"putting ourselves out there." Another-and most sophisticated 
-way is that ofVimalakirti, the legendary Buddhist layman, who 
taught that by directly intuiting our condition in the actually exist-
ing world we realize that we have had notl1ing from the beginning. 
A Tibetan saying has it: "The experience of emptiness engenders 
compassion." 

For those who would seek directly, by entering the primary 
temple, the wilderness can be a ferocious teacher, rapidly stripping 
down the inexperienced or the careless. It is easy to make the mis-
takes that will bring one to an extremity. Practically speaking, a life 
that is vowed to simplicity, appropriate boldness, good humor, 
gratitude, unstinting work and play, and lots of walking brings us 
close to the actually existing world and its wholeness. 

People of wilderness cultures rarely seek out adventures. If they 
deliberately risk themselves, it is for spiritual rather tl1an economic 
reasons. Ultimately all such journeys are done for the sake of the 
whole, not as some private quest. The quiet dignity that charac-
terizes so many so-called primitives is a reflection of that. Florence 
Edenshaw, a contemporary Haida elder who has lived a long life of 
work and family, was asked by the young woman anthropologist 
who interviewed her and was impressed by her coherence, pres-
ence, and dignity, "What can I do for self-respect?" Mrs. Eden-
shaw said, "Dress up and stay home." The "home," of course, is as 
large as you make it. 

The lessons we learn from the wild become the etiquette of free-
dom. We can enjoy our humanity with its flashy brains and sexual 
buzz, its social cravings and stubborn tantrums, and take ourselves 
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as no more and no less than another being in the Big Watershed. 
We can accept each other all as barefoot equals sleeping on the 
same ground. We can give up hoping to be eternal and quit fight-
ing dirt. We can chase off mosquitoes and fence out varmints with-
out hating them. No expectations, alert and sufficient, grateful and 
careful, generous and direct. A calm and clarity attend us in the 
moment we are wiping the grease off our hands between tasks and 
glancing up at the passing clouds. Another joy is finally sitting 
down to have coffee with a friend. The wild requires that we learn 
the terrain, nod to all the plants and animals and birds, ford the 
streams and cross the ridges, and tell a good story when we get 
back home. 

And when the children are safe in bed, at one of the great holi-
days like the Fourth of July, New Year's, or Halloween, we can 
bring out some spirits and turn on the music, and the men and the 
women who are still among the living can get loose and really wild. 
So that's the final meaning of "wild"-the esoteric meaning, the 
deepest and most scary. Those who are ready for it will come to it. 
Please do no! repeat this to the uninitiated. 

HE PLACE, THE REG ION, 
AND THE COMMONS 

"When you find your place where you are, 
practice occurs." n6GEN 

The World Is Places 

We experience slums, prairies, and wetlands all equally as 
"places." Like a mirror, a place can hold anything, on any scale. I 

to lace as an experience and ro ose a modM 
w at it meant t<C-li:ve--in-place" for most of human time, present-
ing it initially in terms of the steps that a child takes growing into 
a natural community. (We have the terms enculturation and accul-
tztration, but nothing to describe the process of becoming placed or 
re-placed.) In doing so we migHt get one more angle on what a 
"civilization of wildness" might require. 

For most Americans, to reflect on "home place" would be an 
unfamiliar exercise. Few today can announce themselves as some-
one from somewhere. Almost nobody spends a lifetime in the same 
valley, working_ alongside the people they knew as children. Native 
people everywhere (the very term means "someone born there") 
and Old World farmers and city people share this experience ofliv-
ing in place. Still- and this is very important to remember- being 
inhabitory, being place-based, has never meant that one 
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travel from time to time, going on trading ventures or taking live-
stock to summer grazing. Such working wanderers have always 
known they had a home-base on earth, and could prove it at any 
campfire or party by singing their own songs. 

The heart of a place is the home, and the heart of the home _is 
the firepit, the hearth. All tentative explorations go outward from 
there, and it is back to the fireside that elders return. You grow up 
speaking a home language, a local vernacular. Your own household 
may have some specifics of phrase, of pronunciation, that are qif-
ferent from the domus, the jia or ie or kum, down the lane. You hear 
histories of the people who are your neighbors and tales involving 
rocks, streams, mountains, and trees that are all within your sight. 
The myths of world-creation tell you how that mountain was cre-
ated and how that peninsula came to be there. As you grow bolder 
you explore your world outward from the firepit (which is the cen-
te; of each univer"Se}Trilittle trips. The childhood landscape is 

on foot, and a map is inscribed in the mind- trails and , 
and the dog, the cranky old man's house, 

#Q
the pasture a bull in it- going out wider and 
carry within us a icture rain that was learned roughly 

the ages of six and nine. (It could as easily be an ur an 
neighborhood as some rural sce;e.) You can almost totally recall 
the place you walked, played, biked, swam. 
with its smells and textures, walking through it again in your imag-
ination, as , groun mg an se mg e ect. a contemporary --thought we might also wonder how it is for those whose childhood 
landscape was being ripped up by bulldozers, or whose family 
moving about made it all a blur. I have a friend 
tional when he recalls how the avocado orchards of his southern 
California youth landscape were transformed into hillside after 
hillside of suburbs. 
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is l_:ll![t of what we ar.e_. Yet even a "place" has a kind of 
fluidity: it passes through space and time-"ceremonial time" in 
Joh:nFianson Mitchell's phrase. A place will have been grasslands, 
then conifers, then beech and elm. It will have been half riverbed, 
it will have been scratched and plowed by ice. And then it will be 
cultivated, paved, sprayed, dammed, graded, built up. But each is 
only for a while, and that will be just another set of lines on the 
palimpsest. The whole earth is a great'tabfe"t holding the multiple 

(;verlaid new and ancient traces of the swirl of forces. Each place is 
1samosaJc 

realms replicating larger and smaller patterns. Children start out 
learning place by learning those little realms around the house, the 

and -

One's sense of the,scale of a place expands as one learns tHereg;On) 
The young hear further stories and go for explorations which are 
also subsistence forays -firewood gathering, fishing, to fairs or to 
market. The outlines of the larger region become part of their 
awareness. (Thoreau in "Walking" that an area twenty rnile,s 
in diameter will be enough to occupy a lifetime of close explor----.... 
ation on foot-you will never exhaust its details.) 

The total size of the region a group calls horne depends on the 
land type. Every group is territorial, each within a given 
zone, even nomads stay within boundaries. A people living in a 
desert or grassland with great visible spaces that invite you to step 
forward and walk as far as you can see will range across tens of 
thousands of square miles. A deep old-growth forest may rarely be 
traveled at all. Foragers in gallery forests and grasslands will regu-
larly move broadly, whereas people in a deep-soiled valley ideal for 
gardens might not go far beyond the top of the nearest ridge. The 
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regional boundaries were roughly drawn by climate, which is what 
sets the plant-type zones-plus soil type and landforms. Desert 
wastes, mountain ridges, or big rivers set a broad edge to a region. 
We walk across or wade through the larger and smaller bound-
aries. Like children first learning our homeland we can stand at the 
edge of a big river, or on the crest of a major ridge, and observe 
that the other side is a different soil, a change of plants and ani-
mals, a new shape of barn roof, maybe less or more rain. The lines 
between natural regions are never simple or clear, but accord.:. 
ing to such criteria as biota, watersheds, landforms, elevation. (See 
Jim Dodge, 1981.) Still, we all know-at some point-thatwe are 
no longer in the Midwest, say, but in the West. Regions seen 
according to natural criteria are sometimes called bioregions.-

('fn pre-conquest America people covered great distances.-It is 
said that the Mojave of the lower Colorado felt that everyone at 
least once in their lives should make foot journeys to the Hopi 
mesas to the east, the Gulf of California to the south, and to the 
Pacific.) 

has its wilderness. There is the fire in the kitchen, 
and there is the place less traveled. In most settled regions ther_e 

to be of orch_:rd 
a;:_d vine woodlot, forest, and desert or 

The de facto wilderness was the extreme back-
country part of all that. The parts less visited are "where the bears 
are." The wilderness is within walking distance-it may be three ----days or it may be ten. It is at the far high rough end, or the deep 
forest and swamp end, of the territory of you all live 
and work. People will go there for mountain herbs, for the 
trapline, or for solitude. They live between the poles of home and 
their own wild places. 
---..:o__ 
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Recollecting that we once lived in places is part of our contem-
porary self-rediscovery. It grounds what it means to be "human" 
(etymologically something like "earthling"). I have a friend who 
feels sometimes that the world is hostile to human life- he says it 
chills us and kills us. But how could we be were it not for this planet 
that provided our very shape? Two conditions- gravity and a liv-
able temperature range between freezing and boiling-have given 
us fluids and flesh. The trees we climb and the ground we walk on 
have given us five fingers and toes. The "place" (from the root plat, 
broad, spreading, flat) gave us far-seeing eyes, the streams and 
breezes gave us versatile tongues and whorly ears. The land gave 
us a stride, and the lake a dive. The amazement gave us our kind of 
mind. We should be thankful for that, and take nature's stricter 
lessons with some grace. 

Understanding the Commons 

I stood with my climbing partner (Allen Ginsberg) on the 
summit of Glacier Peak looking all ways round, ridge after ridge 
and peak after peak, as far as we could see. To the west across Puget 
Sound were the farther peaks of the Olympic said: 
"You mean there's a senator for all this?" A§,_in the Great Basin, 

desert after desert, range after range, it is easy to think 
there are vast spaces on earth yet unadministered, perhaps forgot-
ten, or unknown (the endless sweep of spruce forest in Alaska and 
Canada)- but it is all mapped and placed in some domain. In 
North Amerka there is a lot that is in public domam, which has 
its problems, but at least they are problems we are all enfranchised 
to work on. David Foreman, founder of the Earth First! move-
ment, once stated his radical provenance. Not out ofSocial]ustice, 
Left Politics, or Feminism did I come- says David- but from the 
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Public Lands Conservation movement-the solid stodgy move-
ment that goes back to the thirties and before. Yet these land and 
wildlife issues were what politicized John Muir, John Wesley 
Powell, and Aldo Leopold- the abuses of public land. ....___ __. 

American public lands are the twentieth-century incarnation of 
a much older institution known across Eurasia- in called 
the "commons"-which was the ancient mode of both protedmK_ 
aJ!ci managing the wilds of the self-governin£_ regions. It worke'd 
well enough until the age of market economies, colonialism, and 
imperialism. Let me give you a kind of model of how the commons 

worked. 
Between the extremes of deep wilderness and the private plots 

of the farmstead lies a territory which is not suitable for crops. In 
earlier times it was used jointly by the members of a given tribe or 

( village.l]:is area, embracing both the wild and the semi-wild, is of 
1 critical im2ortance. It is necessary for the health of the wilderness 
1, 

It is essential even to an agricultural village 
economy because its natur.al diversity provides the many necessi-
ties and amenities that the privately held plots cannot. It enriches 
the agrarian diet with game and fish . The shared land suppiTesnre-

poles and building, clay for the kiln, dye 
lants, and much else, just as in a fora in economy. It is esp-;crally 

important as seasonal or full-time open ran e for cattle, horses, 

goats, pigs, and sheep. 
In the abstract the sharing of a natural area might be thought of 

as a matter of access to "common pool resources" with no limits or 
controls on individual exploitation. The fact is that such sharing 
developed over millennia and within territorial and social 
contexts. In tl1e peasant societies of both Asia and Europe there 
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were customary forms that gave direction to the joint use of land. 
They did not grant free access to outsiders, and there were con-
trols over entry and use by member households. The commons ---has been defined as "the undivided land belonging to the members 
of a local com as a whole." This definition fails to make the 
point that the commons specific land and the traditional 
community institution that._determihes the carrying capacity for 
Its vanous subunits and defines the rights and obligations of those -
;,ho use it, with penalties for lapses. Because it is traditional-;nd 
local, it is not identical with today's "public domain "which is land 
held and managed by a central government. Under a national state 
such management may be destructive (as it is becoming in Canada 
and the United States) or benign (as it often has been in the past) 
-but in no case is it locally managed. One of the ideas in tl1e cur-
rent debate on how to reform our public lands is that of returning 
them to regional control. 

An example of traditional management: what would keep one 
household from bringing in more and more stock and tempting 
everyone toward overgrazing? In earlier England and in some 
contemporary Swiss villages (Netting, 1976), the commoner could 
only turn out to common range as many head of cattle as he could 
feed over the winter in his own corrals. This meant that no one 
was allowed to increase his herd from outside with a cattle drive 
just for summer grazing. (This was known in Norman legal lan-
guage as the rule of levancy and couchancy: you could only run the 
stock that you actually had "standing and sleeping" within winter 
quarters.) 

The commons is the contract a people with their local 
natural system. The word has an instructive history: it is formed of 
ko, "together," with (Greek) nzoin, "held in common." But the Indo-

.4q 
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European root mei means basically to "move, to go, to change." 
This had an archaic special meaning of "exchange of goods and 

' services within a society as regulated by custom or law." I think it 
might well refer back to the principle of gift economies: "the gift 
must always move." The root comes into Latin as munus, "service 
performed for the community" and hence "municipality." 

--...___ There is a well-documented history of the commons in relation 
to the village economies of Europe and England. In England from 
the time of the Norman Conquest the enfeoffed knights and over-
lords began to gain control over the many local commons. Legis-
lation (the Statute of Merton, r 2 3 5) came to their s1ippi5ir. From 
the fifteenth century on the landlord class, working with urban 
mercantile guilds and government offices, increasingly fenced off 
village-held land and turned it over to private The enclo-"" 
sure movement was backed by the big wool 
fuund profit from sheep to be much greater than that from farm-
ing. The wool business, with its exports to the Continent, was an 
early agribusiness that had a destructive effect on the soils and dis-
lodged peasants. The arguments for enclosure in England-effi-
ciency, higher production- ignored social and ecological effects 
and served to cripple the sustainable agriculture of some IStric . 
The enclosure movement was stepped up again in the eighteenth 
century: between 1709 and r869 almost five million acres were 
transferred to private ownership, one acre in every seven. Mter 
r869 there was a sudden reversal of sentiment called the "open 
space movement" which ultimately halted enclosures and 
(a preserve, lawsuit against the lords of fourteen 
manors, the Epping Forest. 

Karl Polanyi (1975) says that the enclosures of the eighteenth 
century created a population of rural homeless who were forced in 
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their desperation to become the world's first industrial working 
s.-1'he were tragic both for the human communTty 

and for natural ecosystems. The fact that England now has the 
least forest and wildlife of all the nations of Europe has much to do 
with the enclosures. The takeover of commons land on the 
European plain also began about five hundred years ago, but one-
third of Europe is still not privatized. A survival of commons prac-
tices in Swedish law a 
pick berries or mushrooms, to cross to ca_Q!p out of, 

of the former commons land is now under 
the administration of government land agencies. 

A commons model can still be seen in Japan, where there are 
farm villages tucked in shoestring valleys, rice growing in the tanbo 
on the bottoms, and the vegetable plots and horticulture located 
on the slightly higher ground. The forested hills rising high above 
the valleys are the commons- in Japanese called iriai, "joint 
entry." The boundary between one village and the next is often the 
very crests of the ridges. On the slopes of Mt. Hiei in Kyoto pre-
fecture, north of the remote Tendai Buddhist training temples of 
Yokkawa, I came on men and women of Ohara village bundling up 
slender brush-cuttings for firewood. They were within the village 
land. In the innermost mountains of Japan there are forests that 
are beyond the reach of the use of any village. In early feudal times 
they were still occupied by remnant hunting peoples, perhaps 
Japanese-Ainu mixed-blood survivors. some of these wild-
lands were appropriated by the government and declared "Imperial 
Forests." Bears became extinct in England by the thirteenth cen-
tury, but they are still found throughout the more remote Japanese 
mountains, even occasionally just north of Kyoto. 

In China the management of mountain lands was left largely to 
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the village councils- all the central government wanted was taxes. 
Taxes were collected in kind, and local specialties were highly 
prized. The demands of the capital drew down Kingfisher feath-
ers, Musk Deer glands, Rhinoceros hides, and other exotic prod-
ucts of the mountains and streams, as well as rice, timber, and silk. 
The village councils may have resisted overexploitation of their 
resources, but when the edge of spreading deforestation reached 
their zone (the fourteenth century seems. to be a turning point for 
the forests of heartland China), village land management crum-
bled. Historically, the seizure of the commons- east or west- by 
either the central government or entrepreneurs from the central 
economy has resulted in degradation of wild lands and agricultural 
soils. There is sometimes good reason to kill the Golden Goose: 
the quick profits can be reinvested elsewhere at a higher return. 

In the United States, as fast as the Euro-American invaders force-
fully displaced the native inhabitants from their own sorts of tradi-
tional commons, the land was opened to the new settlers. In the 
arid West, however, much land was never even homesteaded, let 
alone patented. The native people who had known and loved the 
white deserts and blue mountains were now scattered or enclosed 
on reservations, and the new inhabitants (miners and a few ranch-
ers) had neither the values nor the knowledge to take care of the 
land. An enormous area was de facto public domain, and the Forest 
Service, the Park Service, and the Bureau of Land Management 
were formed to manage it. (The same sorts of land in Canada and 
Australia are called "Crown Lands," a reflection of the history of 
English rulers trying to wrest the commons from the people.) 

In the contemporary American West the people who talk about 
a "sagebrush rebellion" might sound as tlwugh they were working 
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for a return of commons land to local control. The truth is the 
sagebrush rebels have a lot yet to learn about the place- they are 
still relative newcomers, and their motives are not stewardship but 
development. Some westerners are beginning to think in long-
range terms, and these don't argue for privatization but for better 
range management and more wilderness preservation. 

The environmental history of Europe and Asia seems to indi-
cate that thebes mana ement of commons land was that which 
was locally based. The ancient severe and often irreversible defor-
estation oftlieMediterranean Basin was an extreme case of the 
misuse of the commons by the forces that had taken its manage-
ment away from regional villages (Thirgood, r98r). The situation 
in America in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was the 
reverse. The_ truly local the Native were deci-
mated and demoralized, and the new population was composed ot 
adventurers and entrepreneurs. Without SOii1e" federal"Presence 
the grazers, and timber barons would have had a 
field day. Since about r96o the situation has turned again: tl1e agen-
cies that were once charged with conservation are increasingly 
perceived as accomplices of the extractive industries, and local 
people-who are beginning to be actually local- seek help from 

·enVIronmental organizatro m defense of ilie pu 1c 
lands. 

Destruction extends worldwide and "encloses" local commons, 
ti1etrOpiarl 

forests are literally bulldozed out of their homes by international 
logging interests in league with national governments. A well-
worn fiction used in dispossessing inhabitory people is the decla-
ration that the owned tribal forests are either (r) I:ri-
vate property or (2) public domain. When the commons are closed 
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and the villagers must buy energy, lumber, and medicine at the 
company store, they are pauperized. This is one effect of what Ivan 
Illich calls "the sao-year war against subsistence." 

So what about the so-called tragedy of the commons? This theory, 
as now popularly understood, seems to state that when there are 
open access rights to a resource, say pasturage, everyone will seek 
to maximize his take, and overgrazing will inevitably ensue. "What 
Garrett Hardin and his associates are talking about should be 
called "the dilemma of common-pool resources." This is the 
problem of overexploitation of "unowned" resources by individu-
als or corporations that are caught in the bind of "If I don't do it 
the other guy will" (Hardin and Baden, 1977). Oceanic fisheries, 
global water cycles, the air, soil fertility- all fall into this class. 
"When Hardin et al. try to apply their model to the historic com-
mons it doesn't work, because they fail to note that the commons 
was a social institution which, historically, was never without rules 
and did not allow unlimited access (Cox, 1985). 

In Asia and parts of Europe, villages that in some cases date 
back to neolithic times still oversee the commons with some sort 
of council. Each commons is an entity with limits, and the effects 
of overuse will be clear to those who depend on it. There are three 
possible contemporary fates for common pool resources. One is 
privatization, one is administration by government authority, and 
the third is that-when possible-they become part of a true 
commons, of reasonable size, managed by local inhabitory people. 
The third choice may no longer be possible as stated here. Locally 
based community or tribal (as in Alaska) landholding corporations 
or cooperatives seem to be surviving here and t;here. But operating 
as it seems they must in the world marketplace, they are wrestling 
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with how to balance tradition and sustainability against financial 
success. The Sealaska Corporation of the Tlingit people of south-
east Alaska has been severely criticized (even from within) for 
some of the old-growth logging it let happen. 

to make a world-scale "Natural Contract" with the 
oceans, the air, the birds in the sky. The challenge1s to onng the 

victimized world of pool resources" into the · 
Mind of the Commons. As it stands now, any resource on earth 
tliat ts not nailed down will be seen as fair game to the timber buY:_ 
ers or petroleum from Osaka, Rotterdam, or Boston. 
The pressures of growing populations and the powers of en-
trenched (but fragile, confused, and essentially leaderless) eco-
nomic systems warp the likelihood of any of us seeing clearly. Our 
perception of how entrenched they are may also be something of a 
delusion. 

Sometimes it seems unlikely that a society as a whole can make 
wise choices. Yet there is no choice but to call for the "recovery of 
the commons"- and this in a modern worl 

what it has lost. Take hac , 1 e e mg t, that which is 
shared by all of us, thatwhicli is our large;J;"eing. I here wdl 5eno 
"tragedy of the commons" greater than thrs: do not recover 

' the commons-regain personal, local, community, and peoples' 
direct involvement in sharing (in being) the web of the wild world 
-that world will away. Eventually our 
industrial mixes will bring down much of the 
living system that supports us. And, it is clear, the loss of a local 

heralds the end of self-sufficiency and signals the doom 
of the vernacular culture of the region. This rs still happerung in 
the far corners of the world. 
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The commons is a curious and elegant social institution within 
which human beings once lived free political lives while weaving 
through natural systems. The commons is a level of organization 
of human society that includes the nonhuman. The level above the 
local commons is the bioregion. Understanding the commons and 
its role within the larger regional culture is one more step toward 
integrating ecology with economy. 

<:__.....- - ..., 

Bioregional Perspectives 
The Region is the elsewhere of civilization. MAX CAFARD 

The little nations of the past lived within territories that 
conformed to some set of natural criteria. The culture areas of the 
major native groups of North America overlapped, as one would 
expect, almost exactly with broadly defined major bioregions 
(Kroeber, 1947). That older human experience of a fluid, indis-
tinct, but genuine home region was gradually replaced- across 
Eurasia- by the arbitra and often violent! imposed boundaries 

These imposed borders sometimes 
cut across biotic areas and ethnic zones alike. Inhabitants lost eco-
logical knowledge and community solidarity. 
n a una and landforms are part of the culture. 

uatme, which rs almost a shadow world 
and the insubstantial world of political jurisdictions and rarefied 
economies is what passes for reality. We live in a backwards time. 
we can regain some small sense or that old membership by dis-
covering the original of our land and steering- at least 
in the home territory and in the mind- by those rather than the 
borders of arbitrary nations, states, and counties. 

Regions are "interpenetrating bodies in semi-simultaneous 
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spaces" (Cafard, 1989). Biota, watersheds, landforms, and eleva-
tions are · 1st a few of the facets that define are ion. Culture areas, 
in the same way, have su sets such as dialects, religions, sorts of 
arrow-release, types of tools, myth motifs, musical scales, art styles. 
One sort of regional outline would be floristic. The coastal Doug-
las Fir, as the definitive tree of the Pacific Northwest, is an example. 
(I knew it intimately as a boy growing up on a farm between Lake 
Washington and Puget Sound. The local people, the Snohomish, 
called it lukta tciyats, "wide needles.") Its northern limit is around 
the Skeena River in British Columbia. It is found west of the crest 
through Washington, Oregon, and northern California. The 
southern coastal limit of Douglas Fir is about the same as that of 
salmon, which do not run south of the Big Sur River. Inland it 
grows down the west slope of the Sierra as far south as the north 
fork of the San Joaquin River. That outline describes the bound-
ary of a larger natural region that runs across tl1ree states and one 
international border. 

The presence of this tree signifies a rainfall and a temperature 
range and will indicate what your agriculture might be, how steep 
the pitch of your roof, what raincoats you'd need. You don't have 
to know such details to get by in the modern cities of Portland or 
Bellingham. But if you do know what is taught by plants and 
weather, you are in on the gossip and can truly feel more at home. 
The sum of a field's forces becomes what we call very loosely the 
"spirit of the place,.,'' To know the spirit of a place is to realize that 
you are a part o£.a part and that the whole is made of parts, each of ....- . 
which is whole. You start with the part you are whole in. 

As quixotic as these ideas may seem, they have a reservoir of 
strength and possibility behind them. The spring of r 984, a month 
after equinox, Gary Holthaus and I drove down from Anchorage 
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to Haines, Alaska. We went around the upper edge of the basin of 
the Copper River, skirted some tributaries of the Yukon, and went 
over Haines Summit. It was White and Black Spruce taiga all the 
way, still frozen up. Dropping down from the pass to saltwater at 
Chilkat inlet we were immediately in forests of large Sitka Spruce, 
Skunk Cabbage poking out in the swamps, it was spring. That's a 
bioregional border leap. I was honored the next day by an invita-
tion to Raven House to have coffee with Austin Hammond and a 
circle of other Tlingit elders and to hear some long and deeply 
entwined discourses on the responsibilities of people to their 
places. As we looked out his front window to hanging glaciers on 
the peaks beyond the saltwater, Hammond spoke of empires and 
civilizations in metaphors of glaciers. He described how great alien 
forces- industrial civilization in this -::ase- retreat, 
aEd how setiled people ou-;:--- -------

Sometime in the mid-seventies at a conference ofNative Amer-
ican leaders and activists in Bozeman, Montana, I heard a Crow 
elder say something similar: "You know, I think if people stay 
somewhere long enough- even white people- the spirits will 
be_gin to ·speak to them. It's the power of the spirits coming:ilp 

the land. The spirits and the old powers aren't lost, they JUst 
;;(;ed people to be around long enough and the spmts will begin fo 
influence them." 

Bioregional awareness teaches us in specific ways. It is not 
enough just to "love nature" or to want to "be in harmony with 
Gaia." Our relation to the natural world takes place in a place, and 

\; - __, V,t must be grounded in information and experience. For example: 
"real people" have an easy familiarity with the local plants. This is 
so unexceptional a kind of knowledge that everyone in Europe, 
Asia, and Africa used to take it for granted. Many contemporary 
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Americans don't even know that they don't "know the plants," 
which is indeed a measure of alienation. Knowing a bit about the 
·flora we could enjoy like: where do Alaska and Mexico 
meet? It would be somewhere on the north coast of Californfa, 
where Canada Jay and Sitka Spruce lace together with manzanita 
and Blue Oak. 

But instead of "northern California" let's call it Shasta Bio-
region. The present state of California (the old Alta California ter-
ritory) falls into at least three natural divisions, and the northern 
third looks, as the Douglas Fir example shows, well to the north. 
The boundaries of this northern third would roughly run from the 
Klamath/Rogue River divide south to San Francisco-Bay and up 
·the delta where the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers join. The 
line would then go east to the Sierra Crest and, taking that as a dis-
tinct border, follow it north to Susanville. The watershed divide 
then angles broadly northeastWard along the edge of the Modoc 
Plateau to the Warner Range and Goose Lake. 

East of the divide is the Great Basin, north of Shasta is the 
Cascadia/Columbia region, and then farther north is what we call 
Ish River country, the drainages ofPuget Sound and the Straits of 
Georgia. Why should we do this kind of visualization? Again I 
say: it prepares us to begin to be at home in this landscape. There - ·-··- -------· 
are tens of millions of people in North America wpo were physi-_, 
cally born here but who are not here intellectually, 
Imaginatively, or mora y. . ative Americans to 
claim to the term native. But as they love this land they 
come the conversion of the millions of immigrant psyches into fel-
low"NativeAmericans." For thenon-NativeAmerican to become 
at home on this continent, he or she must be born again in this 
hemisphere, on this continent, properly called Turtle Island. 
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That is to say, we must consciously fully accept and recognize 
that this is where we live and grasp the fact that our descendants 
will be here for millennia me. hen we must hQDor this land's 

antiquity-its dekndit-and 
it on to tfie children (of all beings) of the future bio-

diversity and health intact. Europeor Mrica or Asia will then be 
seen as the place our ancestors came from, places we might want to 
know about and to visit, but not "home." Home-deeply, spiritu-
ally- must be here. Calling this place "America" is to name it after 
a stranger. "Turtle Island" is the name given this continent by 
Native Americans based on creation mythology (Snyder, 1974). 
The United States, Canada, Mexico, are passing political entities; -- -they have their legitimacies, to be sure, but they will lose their 
mandate if they continue to abuse the land. "The State is destroyed, 
but the mountains and rivers remain." 

_________.,_ 
But this work is not just for the newcomers of the Western 

Hemisphere, Australia, Africa, or Siberia. A worldwide purifica-
tion of mind is called for: the exercise of seeing the surface of the 
planet for what it is- by nature. With this kind of consciousness 
people turn up at hearings and in front of trucks and bulldozers to 
defend the land or trees. Showing solidarity with a region! What 

odd idea at first. Bioregionalism is the entry of place into the 
..J dialectic of history. Also we mi ht sa that there are "classes" 

· ve so far been overlooked- · rivers, rocks, 
aJ!_d grasses- now entering history. 

These ideas provoke predictable and usually uninformed reac-
tions. Pea le fear the small society and the criti ue of t . It 
is difficult to see, w en one has been raised under it, that it rs the 
State itself which is inherently greedy, destabilizing, entropic, dis-
orderly, and illegitimate. They cite parochialism, regional strife, 
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"unacceptable" expressions of cultural diversity, and so forth. Our 
philosophies, world religions, and histories are biased toward uni-
formity, universality, and centralization- in the ideology 
of monotheism. Certainly under specific conditions neighboring -----groups have wrangled for centuries- interminable memories and 
hostilities cooking away like radioactive waste. It's still at work in 
the Middle East. The ongoing ethnic and political miseries of 
parts of Europe and the Middle East sometimes go back as far as 
the Roman Empire. This is not something that can be attributed 
to the combativeness of "human nature" per se. Before the expan-
sion of early empires the occasional strife of tribes and natural 
nations was almost familial. With the rise of the State, the scale of 
the destructiveness and malevolence of warfare makes a huge leap. 

In the times when people did not have much accumulated sur-
--- 1• --
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joint commons. (Dedicated raiding cultures, "barbarians," evolve 
as a response to nearby civilizations and their riches. Genghis 
Khan, at an audience in his yurt near Lake Baikal, was reported to 
have said: "Heaven is exasperated with the decadence and luxury 
of China.") 

There are numerous examples of relatively peaceful small-
culture coexistence all over the world. There have always been 
multilingual persons peacefully trading and traveling across large 
areas. Differences were often eased by shared spiritual perspec-
tives or ceremonial institutions and by the multitude of myths and 
tales that cross language barriers. What about the deep divisions 
caused by religion? It must be said that most religious exclusive-
ness is the odd specialty of the Judeo/Christian/Islamic faith, 
which is a recent and (overall) minority development in the world. 
Asian religion, and the whole world of folk religion, animism, and 
shamanism, appreciates or at least tolerates diversity. (It seems that 
the really serious cultural disputes are caused by different tastes in 
food. When I was chokersetting in eastern Oregon, one of my 
crew was a Wasco man whose wife was a Chehalis woman from 
the west side. He told me that when they got in fights she would 
call him a "goddamn grasshopper eater" and he'd shout back "fish 
eater"!) 

Cultural pluralism and multilingualism are the planetary norm. 
We balance between cosmopolitan pluralism and dTep 
local consciousness. We are asking how the whole human race can 
regain self-determination in place after centuries of havin ---disenfranchised oy h1erarchy and/or centralized power. Do not 
confuse this exercise with "nationalism," which is exactly the oppo-
site, the impostor, the puppet of the State, the grinning ghost of 
the lost community. 
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So this is one sort of start. The bioregional movement is not just 
a rural program: it is as much for the restoration of urban neigh-
borhood life and t4e greening of the cities. All of us are fluently 
moving in multiple realms that include irrigation districts, solid-
waste management jurisdictions, long-distance area code zones, 
and such. Planet Drum Foundation, based in the San Francisco 
Bay Area, works with many other local groups for tl1e regeneration 
of the city as a living place, with projects like the identification and 
restoration of urban creeks (Berg and others, 1989). There are 
groups worldwide working with Third and Fourth World people 
revisualizing territories and playfully finding appropriate names 
for their newly realized old regions (Raise the Stakes, 1987). Many 
bioregional congresses have since been held on Turtle Island. 

As sure as impermanence, the nations of the world will eventu-
ally be more sensitively defined and the lineaments of the blue 
earth will begin to reshape the politics. The requirements of sus-
tainable economies, ecologically sensitive agriculture, strong and 
vivid community life, wild habitat- and the second law of thermo-
dynamics-alllead this way. I also realize that right now this is a 
kind of theater as much as it is ecological politics. Not just street 
theater, but visionary mountain, field, and stream theater. As Jim 
Dodge says: "The chances of bioregionalism succeeding ... are 
beside the point. . or a few, or a community of people, 1 

live more fulfilling lives from bioregional practice, en it's sue-
cessful." May it all speed the further deconstruction of the super-
powers. As "The Surre(gion)alist Manifesto" says: 

Regional politics do not take place in Washington, Moscow, and 
other "seats of power." Regional power does not "sit"; it flows 

- ____ ___.d 

everywhere. Through watersheds and bloodstreams. Through 
systems chains. The regions & 
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nowhere. We are all illegals. We are natives and we are restless. We 
have no country; we live in the country. We are off the Inter-State. 
The Region is against the Regime-any Regime. Regions are 
anarchic. (Cafard, 1989) 

Finding "Nisenan County" 
Burt Hybart retired from driving dump truck, backhoe, 

grader, and Cat after many years. Roads, ponds, and pads were his 
sculpture, shapes that will be left on the land long after the houses 
have vanished. (How long for a pond to silt up?) Burt still witched 
wells, though. The last time I saw him he was complaining about 
his lungs: "Dust boiling up behind the Cat you couldn't see from 
here to there, those days. When I worked on the Coast. And the 
diesel fumes." 

Some of us went for a walk in the Warner Range. It's in the far 
northeast comer of California, the real watershed boundary be-
tween the headwaters of the Pit River and the nors of the Great 
Basin. From the nine-thousand-foot scarp's high points you can 
see into Oregon, Goose Lake, and up the west sid.e of the Warners 
to the north end of Surprise Valley. Dry desert hills to the east. 

Desert mountain range. A touch of Rocky Montain flora here 
that leapfrogs over desert basins via the Steens Mountains of south-
eastern Oregon, the Blue Mountains, and maybe the Wallowas, 
Cattle are brought up from Eagleville on the east side, a town out 
of the r88os. The proprietor of the Eagleville Bar told how the 
sheepherders move their flocks from Lovelock, Nevada, in early 
March, heading toward the Warners, the ewes lambing as they go. 
In late June they arrive at the foot of the range and move the sheep 
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up to the eight-thousand-foot meadows on the west side. In 
September the flocks go down to Madeline- the lambs right onto 
the meat trucks. Then the ewes' long truck ride back to Lovelock 
for the winter. We find the flock in the miles-long meadow heav-
ens of Mule-ear flowers . The sheep business is Basque-run on all 
levels. Old aspen grove along the trail with sheepherder inscrip-
tions and designs in the bark, some dated from the r 89os. 

Patterson Lake is the gem of the Warners, filling an old cirque 
below the cliffs of the highest peak. The many little ledges of the 
cliffs are home to hawks. Young raptors sit solemnly by their nests. 
Mt. Shasta dominates the western view, a hub to these vast miles of 
Lodgepole and Jeffrey Pine, lava rock, hayfield ribbons, rivers that 
sink underground. Ha! This is the highest end of what we call 
"upriver"- and close to where it drains both ways, one side of the 
plateau tipping toward the Klamath River, the other to the Pit and 
the Sacramento. Mt. Shasta visible for so far- from the Coast 
Range, from Sierra Buttes down by Downieville- it gleams across 
the headwaters of all of northern California. 

Old John Hold used to walk up a streambed talking to it: "So that's 
what you've been up to!" Reading the geology, the wash and lay of 
the heavy metal that sinks below the sand, never tarnishing or 
rusting- gold. The new-style miners come and go here, too. For 
a while St. Joseph Minerals was exploring the "diggings," the ter-
tiary gravels. The county supervisors finally approved the EIR and 
the exploratory drilling began, and they said they'd come back in 
eighteen months with their big proposal. For a while there was a 
little tower and a trailer lost in the gravel canyons and ridges that 
were left from the days ofhydraulicking. The diggings returned to 
being the playground of quads and off-road motorcycles, and then 
another outfit, Siskon Gold, came and fenced along the single 
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gravel road. Siskon went bankrupt, and again the diggings sit there, 
manzanita, natural bonsai pine, and gravel in the moonlight: wait-

ing whatever fate comes next. 

Two old gents in the Sacramento Greyhound station. I'm next to 
an elder who swings his cane back and forth, lightly, the tip pivot-
ing on the ground- and he looks about the room, back and forth, 
without much focus. He has egg on his chin. A smell of old urine 
comes from him, blows my way, time to time. Another elder walks 
past and out. He's very neat: a plastic-wrapped waterproof blanket-
roll slung on his shoulder, a felt hat, a white chin beard like an 
Amish. Red bandanna tied round his neck, bib overalls. Under the 
overall bottoms peep out more trousers, maybe suit pants. So 
that's how he keeps warm, and keeps some clothes clean! Back in 
my traveling days men said, "Yeah, spend the winter in Sac." 

I caught the bus on down to Oakland. In Berkeley, on the wall 
of the Lucas Books building, is a mural that shows a cross section 
of Alta California from the Northwest Coast to the Mojave Desert. 
I walked backward through the parking lot to get a look at it 
whole, sea lions, coyote, red tail hawk, creosote bush. Then noticed 
a man at one corner of it, touching it up. Talked to him, he is Lou 
Silva, who did the painting. He was redoing a mouse, and he said 
he comes back from time to time to put in more tiny fauna. 

San Juan Ridge lies between the middle and south forks of the 
Yuba River in a political entity called Nevada County. New settlers 
have been coming in here since the late sixties. The Sierra coun-
ties are a mess: a string of them lap over the mountain crest, and 
the roads between the two sides are often closed in winter. A sen-
sible redrawing of lines here would put eastern Sierra, eastern 
Nevada, and eastern Placer counties together in a new "Truckee 
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River County" and tl1e seat could be in Truckee. Western Placer 
and western Nevada counties south of the south fork of the Yuba 
would make a good new county. Western Sierra County plus a bit 
ofYuba County and northern Nevada County put together would 
fit into the watershed of the three forks of the Yuba. I would call it 
"Nisenan County" after the native people who lived here. Most of 
them were killed or driven away by the gold rush miners. 

People live on the ridges because the valleys are rocky or brushy 
and have no level bottoms. In the Sierra Nevada a good human 
habitat is not a valley bottom, but a wide gentle ridge between 
canyons. 




































































































